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Abstract

Australia has a rich history in aviation and has the tradition of being a pilot training provider for many decades. Students from all over the world are being attracted to Australia every year with the ambition of becoming a commercial pilot. An understanding of the impact of national cultures on the learning styles of student pilots from different culture backgrounds will be beneficial to the overall quality of pilot education in Australia. In this study, students enrolled in the aviation (pilot) program of Swinburne University of Technology were surveyed using Kolb’s Learning Style Inventory, and subsequent analysis was performed to the survey data. It was found that a predominant percentage of aviation students were adopting converging and assimilating styles. When comparing findings of this project with previous studies using samples from China and the United States, Australian students’ preference of abstract conceptualization was found to be quite similar to that of American students and different from Chinese students, which is an indication of the impact of national culture on learning style preference. This newfound knowledge of Australian aviation students will help raise the understanding how aviation students of different cultural backgrounds learn piloting skills and provide insightful information for flight training academies and researchers.

Introduction

Australia is one of the leading countries to provide quality flight training to future aspiring pilots around the world. Cathay Pacific Airways, Qantas Airways, Jetstar, Vietnam Airlines, and Singapore Airlines are examples of companies that have agreements with various Australian flight-training providers. With this agreements, responsibility is entrusted onto these training providers for a professional quality of training that will ensure a high level of safety, efficiency and professionalism will be attained by these aspiring pilots.

Understanding how these students acquire both ground theory and practical piloting skills will help flight training providers adjust their training curriculum and more importantly, the instruction style, to cater to the need of students to improve the training outcome. This in turn will be beneficial to flight schools as they recruit international students. Students themselves will also benefit from knowing their own learning style, as they will be able to develop a more efficient way of learning with the assistance of learning style theory.
The study of learning styles has been a topic of interest, and several methods have been employed to determine preferred learning styles. For example, McCall, Klein, Piterman and Lam (2005) conducted a study on Hong Kong general practitioners by employing the Honey and Mumford’s Model of Learning Style and found the predominant learning style to be reflective. Mitsis and Foley (2004) found that teacher-driven learning style characteristics are associated with countries that have high masculinity, high Confucian, high uncertainty avoidance and high collectivism ratings. More specifically in aviation, Kanske (2001) conducted a survey on United States Air Force pilots using the Kolb’s Learning Style Inventory (KLSI) and found that the majority of students’ learning styles to be of converging. Recently, Fanjoy and Gao (2011) studied the learning style of Chinese students enrolled in the aviation program of the Civil Aviation University of China and found a shift of learning style preference from being assimilating and converging in lower year groups to diverging and assimilating when they progressed in the aviation program. The difference of learning style preference between American students and Chinese students suggests a possible effect of national culture on learning styles.

According to Joy and Kolb (2009), culture does have an influence on an individual’s learning style preference, though the influence is only marginal. By examining the influence of individual culture dimensions on learning style preference, Joy and Kolb concluded that students from culture backgrounds that are high in in-group collectivism, institutional collectivism, uncertainty avoidance, future orientation and gender egalitarianism are more likely to adopt an abstract learning style, whereas individuals from countries that are high in in-group collectivism, uncertainty avoidance and assertiveness may have a more reflective learning style.

The findings of several studies concurred with Joy and Kolb that cultural difference correlates with learning style preference (Berry, 1996; Claxton, 1990; Creason, 1992; Henderson & Washington, 1975; Lee & Carrasquillo, 2006; Kennedy, 2002; Nelson, 1995). Nelson (1995) and Ramirez III (1989) advocated that socialization and cultural background shape children’s learning styles through their early experiences. Singleton (in Finkelstein, Imamura & Tobin, 1991) further acknowledged that learning style is developed at a very early age through sharing culturally based patterns of behavior. Not only that, the cultural pattern also guides the educational curriculum.

In spite of culture being in some way related to learning style, it does not mean that a group of students from the same cultural background share similar characteristics in learning. Many other factors may affect the preference of one’s learning style, such as gender, age, religion, family structure, native language, work history, socioeconomic class, area of specialization, etc. (Kolb & Kolb, 2005). Dunn (1997, p. 74-75) asserted, “there is no single or dual learning style for the members of any culture, national, racial, or religious group,” and diversity exists not just between cultures, but also within a single culture.

Hofstede (1996) defined five cultural dimensions, which are Power Distance Index (PDI), Individualism (IDV), Masculinity (MAS), Uncertainty Avoidance Index (UAI) and Long-Term Orientation (LTO) to describe and compare national cultures. There are
other studies regarding national culture in the past, such as value orientation framework (Kluckhohn & Strodtbeck, 1961), Trompenaars’ Relationship Dimensions (Trompenaars & Hampden-Turner, 1997), Hall’s Cultural Factors (Hall, 1966). However, none of them has as wide or diverse coverage of the population of countries as Hofstede’s study. See Figure 1 for a comparison of national culture among Australia, China, and the United States using Hofstede’s culture dimensions. It can be noted in the figure the similarity between American and Australian culture and the distinction between these two cultures and the Chinese culture.

![Figure 1. A comparison of national cultural dimensions (Hofstede, 1996).](image)

At the moment, studies regarding learning and teaching of aviation students in Australia are limited. Therefore this study mainly aims to investigate the learning style preference of students enrolled in the aviation program of Swinburne University of Technology using Kolb’s Learning Style Inventory. Results of the investigation will be used to compare prior studies in nations of other culture background to assess the impact of culture on learning style preference.

**Method**

The subjects of this study were students enrolled in the Bachelor of Aviation course or Bachelor of Aviation/Commerce double degree course at Swinburne University of Technology (SUT) in 2011. For students undertaking the aviation course at SUT, flight training was conducted by what was then Oxford Aviation Academy, now known as CAE Oxford Aviation Academy (COAA). These students, ranging from Year One to Year Four in their course of study, were at different stages of their flight training, including Private Pilot’s Licence (PPL), Commercial Pilot’s Licence (CPL) and the theory part of Civil Aviation Safety Authority (CASA) Air Transport Pilot Licence (ATPL). In 2011, the total number of students enrolled in the aviation course of SUT was 223, out of which 76 students were in year one, 70 were in year two, 74 were in year three, and three were in Year four. The age of students ranged from 18 to 28.
This project used the method of survey to investigate learning styles of students being trained at SUT/COAA. The survey instrument consisted of demographic questions and the Kolb Learning Style Inventory (KLSI), which was authorized by the Hay Group to be used in this study. The demographic part asked questions to identify students’ age, gender, country of residence in the past 10 years, flight experiences in hours, licence qualification and current year of study.

KLSI is a popular instrument widely adopted to analyse learning styles in various fields, and has been frequently used by researchers in previous similar studies (Fanjoy & Gao, 2011; Kanske, 2001; Kanske & Brewer, 2001). KLSI is helpful in providing a framework to discuss the learning process where students could better their learning experiences. At the same time, Kolb (1976) himself and other researchers (Loo, 1997; Ruble & Stout, 1992) found that scores of test and re-test using earlier versions of KLSI lacked consistence. Kolb then had made changes to KLSI to improve the test-retest reliability, the improvement of which was confirmed by several studies (Romero, Tepper & Tetrault, 1992; Veres III, Sims & Locklear, 1991). By using the same survey instrument, a constructive comparison can be made between this study and results from previous studies to assess the impact of national culture.

The Human Research Ethics Committee of Swinburne University of Technology approved the project, allowing the survey to be carried out in COAA. Hard copies of the survey questionnaire were distributed to students attending ground theory lectures at COAA, which is located in Moorabbin Airport, Victoria, Australia. Before taking the survey, participants were informed in advance that the completion of survey was completely voluntary and that they would remain anonymous throughout and after the study. Students were then asked to fill the questionnaire while researchers were present, and to return filled questionnaires back to researchers after completion.

Data collected from the student sample were analysed with a rubric obtained from the Hay Group to yield a grid score on the Abstract Conceptualisation/Concrete Experience (AC-CE) axis and Active Experimentation/Reflective Observation (AE-RO) axis respectively. The coordination of the grid scores identified learning style of individuals as accommodating, diverging, assimilating, or converging. See Figure 2 for the Learning-Style Type Grid.

Besides the determination of learning styles of the student sample, this study also compared student pilots of SUT, representing Australian aviation students, with student pilots of other nations to assess the impact culture in shaping students’ cognitive styles. Therefore, statistical analysis was used to compare learning styles of aviation student samples from Australia, China, and the USA.
In this study, it was assumed that students in the aviation course of SUT/COAA who had resided in Australia for longer than ten years at the time of the survey were good representatives of Australian student pilots body and the Australian culture so that a comparison with students from other nations could be made to assess the impact of culture. All survey participants were assumed to answer survey questions truthfully according to their learning habits therefore the result is an accurate indication of their learning style preference.

**Results**

In total 91 survey questionnaires were distributed and three of them were not retrieved, giving a response rate of 96.7 per cent. Seven of the collected questionnaires were inappropriately answered, and consequently, were not included in the following analysis. The number of valid responses covers 36.3% of all the aviation students enrolled in the aviation program as of Semester 2, 2011.

The 81 valid responses consisted of 29 Year one students (36%), 26 Year two students (32%), and 26 Year three students (32%). In Australian Tertiary education system, an undergraduate program usually consists of three years of full time study. Therefore, Year four, which only had three students enrolled at the time of the survey, was not represented by the sample of this study. Among these 81 subjects, four of them were international students (4.9%), and the rest of students had resided in Australia for longer than ten years. The participation of the survey once again confirmed that aviation is a male-dominant industry with 74 out of 81 subjects being male.

![Kolb's Learning-Style type grid](image-url)
Using the KLSI rubric provided by the Hay group, the scores of AC-CE and AE-RO were calculated for each filled questionnaire, and the corresponding learning style of each student was determined using the LSI type grid. In the sample of 81 students, 30 were found to adopt converging style (37.0%), 27 were assimilating (33.3%), 17 were diverging (21.0%), and 7 were accommodating (8.7%). Figure 3 depicts the distribution of learning styles of the respondents.

![Figure 3. Distribution of students’ learning styles on KLSI type grid.](image)

The sample means for AC-CE and AE-RO are 11.63 and 3.83, and the 95% confidence internals for both means are (9.15, 14.11) and (1.21, 6.44) respectively. The KLSI rubric uses the AC-CE=6.8 and AE-RO=6.4 as reference values to determine learning style preference. It can be noted that the sample demonstrated a statistically significant preference of Abstract Conceptualisation (AC) over Concrete Experience (CE), though no significance could be found on Active Experimentation (AE) over Reflective Observation (RO). The preference of Abstract Conceptualisation over Concrete Experience can also be viewed from Figure 3, where a majority of respondents, or 57 out of 81 (70.4%) to be exact, were found to have a learning style of either Converging or Assimilating. And the rest 24 (29.6%) respondents were categorized as Accommodating or Diverging.

A breakdown of learning styles preferences by students of different year groups can be seen in Table 1. Because the sample size for each year group was relatively small, this study did not compare learning styles of different year groups.
In addition to exploring the learning style preference of the Australian sample, another objective of this study was to compare the current sample from Australia with prior studies in China (Fanjoy & Gao, 2011) and USA (Kanske, 2001). Table 2 provides statistics of students’ learning style preference of three different samples. In terms of AC-CE, similar to the Australian sample, the American sample demonstrated a skewed preference toward Abstract Conceptualization, though the preference is marginal. By contrast, the Chinese sample displays a more balanced preference between Abstract Conceptualisation and Concrete Experience.

In terms of AE-RO, the Chinese sample shows a significant preference of Reflective Observation over Active Experimentation. The Australian sample also displays a marginal preference towards Active Experimentation. The American sample, on the other hand, is more balanced and does not show noticeable preference to Reflective Observation or Active Experimentation.

Table 2. Comparison of learning style preference among different samples

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample Size</th>
<th>AC-CE (reference=6.8)</th>
<th>AE-RO (reference=6.4)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>S.D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>11.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>293</td>
<td>6.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S.A.</td>
<td>233</td>
<td>8.39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Conclusion

The study found that the predominant learning styles of the SUT/COAA aviation students were converging and assimilating, which together accounted for 70.3% of the sample. A major of the students preferred Abstract Conceptualization over Concrete Experience when they learn. The preference of Abstract Conceptualization and the dominance of converging and assimilating among the Australian sample are similar to previous studies completed by Kanske (2001) and Kanske, Brewster and Fanjoy (2003) on American aviation students. In terms of modes of transforming experience (AE vs. RO), the Australian sample demonstrated a more balanced preference, compared with Chinese students who preferred Reflective Observation over Active Experimentation.

Results of this study suggest the possible impact of national culture on the preference of learning styles. Australian and American aviation students’ preference for Abstract Conceptualization and Chinese students’ preference for Reflective Observation can be explained by Yamazaki’s (2005) meta-analysis of learning style studies on samples from different cultural backgrounds. Yamazaki (2005) found that people from cultures of low-
context, M-type organization, independent-self, and field-independent, typical characteristics of western countries such as the U.S.A and Australia, preferred Abstract Conceptualization, and people from cultures of strong uncertainty avoidance, interdependent-self, and guilt culture, such as Japan and China, would prefer Reflective Observation.

The preference of Abstract Conceptualization means that pilot students are willing to use systematic planning and theory to solve problems. Although pilot skills, in the traditional sense, mostly means the operation of aircraft, which comes from repetitive practice, findings of the present study indicates that most SUT students understand the importance of theory, such as aerodynamics, and prefer to use theoretical learning to guide their practical flight training. Therefore, while most flight schools deploy a larger percent of their resource on flight training, they should also value ground theory instruction, pre-flight planning and post-flight debriefing to reinforce training outcomes.

While the study by Joy and Kolb (2009) found that culture had a significant impact on the preference between Abstract Conceptualization and Concrete Experience and a marginal impact on the preference between Active Experimentation and Reflective Observation, the impact of culture was found to be lower than that of area of specialization. Aviation, as a highly specialized area, usually requires trainees with certain psychomotor skills and mandates rigorous flight-training syllabus. If mean values of AC-CE and AE-RO of samples are used to determine the representative learning style of a particular group, then the representative learning style of aviation students from Australia, China and the U.S.A will all be assimilating. Compared with samples from diverse areas of specialization (Yamazaki, 2005), learning style preference of aviation students from different cultures showed a certain level of similarity.

It has to be noted that the sample size in this study is not large enough to conduct a statistical analysis to compare learning styles of students from different year groups. Therefore, we were unable to test if the study in the aviation program has any effect on the evolution of students’ learning styles. Students in the sample of this study were extracted from a single aviation program. And due to the possible variation among students and the training syllabi of different states, the sample of this study may not well represent the aviation students of Australia as a whole.

Future studies could include more aviation programs all across Australia. Besides the tertiary education sector, students learning how to fly in aviation clubs around Australia should be also included, which would broaden the scope of the study and provide a more representative result. With an expanded scope of study, the impact of national culture on learning styles could also be more accurately assessed.
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